
A modern lounge and tables collection designed to 
address a wide range of applications for today’s social 
workplaces and community spaces.

KickStart



KickStart’s flexible lounge and table offerings combine with 
collaborative elements to create inviting spaces for people 
to gather, work, re-energize, and learn.

The collection’s classic forms and refined scale are 
enhanced through precise details, tailored upholstery, and 
a horizontal stitch detail. Two back styles, with or without 
a pillow, combine with upholstery options to create a 
versatile aesthetic ranging from sophisticated to casual.

Experience the breadth of this line to find the perfect fit 
and level of style for your needs. Explore models, sizes, and 
premium details to heighten function and luxury for the 
user, the environment, and all of your guests.

KickStart is responsible too. It considers the environment 
by using renewable and recyclable materials, allowing it to 
achieve indoor air quality and BIFMA level® certifications, 
and complies with the mechanical standards that focus 
on safety and durability to meet BIFMA Compliant® 
certification. 

KICKSTART MORE 
CONVERSATIONS. 
BIGGER IDEAS. AND 
YOUR BUSINESS.



Greet Interactions in Style.
Whether you're looking to express your casual or sophisticated 
side, KickStart features a versatile offering of functional, yet tailored 
pieces that allow you to effortlessly outfit a range of design styles.  

Create a welcoming front entrance, lay out a cohesive lobby, or bring 
coziness to a library or gathering spot. KickStart packages great 
looks with practicality to meet the needs of today's multi-use spaces.



Open. Private. And Everything In Between.
With the choice of low or high surround panels, providing spaces to accommodate private 
nooks, quick interactions, or casual conversations has never been easier. 
 
Add function to your setting with ganging tables, tablet arms, and power ports. Optional 
pillow backs provide additional support and are available as a contrasting design element.



Flex the Function of Your Space.
KickStart allows you to delineate space to heighten functionality and provide 
a balance between openness and privacy, while adding more style and 
character to the overall work environment. 

Support ongoing collaboration, create relaxing areas to take a break and 
re-energize, or bring comfort to a learning/training area. KickStart seamlessly 
integrates with other products to create a cohesive environment.



Statement of Line: Surface Materials:

Club Chairs Settees Sofas Club Chairs with 
High Surround

Settees with 
High Surround 

(Shown with optional pillows)

Sofas with 
High Surround

60"H High Surround 
Center Panels

Club Nooks with  
High Surround

40"H High Surround 
Center Panels

Media Peninsulas

Modular Components

Modular Club 
Chairs

Modular Settees
 (Shown with optional pillows)

Modular Sofas

Pouffes

Modular Club Chairs 
with High Surround

Modular Settees 
with High Surround

Modular Sofas 
with High Surround

Modular Chaise Settees Modular Chaise Sofas

Modular Chaise Settees 
with High Surround

Modular Chaise Sofas 
with High Surround 

Modular Corner Units

Modular Corner Units 
with High Surround

Ottomans Benches Half Round Benches In-Line Tables End Tables Corner Tables

Bistro Tables Purse Hooks

Standard Components

Veneer and Laminate Options

Beigewood (BW)
TFL, HPL

Sugar Maple (SM)
Veneer, TFL, HPL

Oak Riftwood (ORW)
Veneer*, TFL, HPL

Sunglow Walnut (SW)
Veneer

Fawn Oak (FO)
Veneer*

Weathered Ash (WTA)
Veneer*, TFL, HPL

Smoky Brown Pear (SBP)
Veneer, TFL, HPL

Asian Night (AS)
Veneer, TFL, HPL

Studio Teak (TK)
TFL, HPL

Pinnacle Walnut (PNW)
TFL, HPL

Harvest Maple (HVM)
Veneer, TFL, HPL

Medium Oak (MO)
Veneer*

Legacy Walnut (LW)
Veneer

Artisan Walnut (AW)
Veneer

Select Cherry (SCH)
Veneer, TFL, HPL

Williamsburg Cherry (WC)
Veneer, TFL, HPL

Harvest Walnut (HW)
Veneer

Golden Cherry (GC)
Veneer, TFL, HPL

Shaker Cherry (SKC)
Veneer, TFL, HPL

Mahogany Walnut (MW)
Veneer, TFL, HPL

Columbian Walnut (CO)
Veneer, TFL, HPL

Espresso (EW/EF)
Veneer, TFL, HPL

Dark Cherry (DC)
Veneer

Dark Forest Walnut (DFW)
Veneer

White Sand (WS)
TFL, HPL

Fashion Grey (FHG)
TFL, HPL

Slate Grey (SG)
TFL, HPL

Designer White (WH)
TFL, HPL

Pepperdust (PPD)
TFL, HPL

Black (BL)
TFL, HPL

Metal Finish Options

Aluminum (ALUM) Chrome (CHRM)

Our veneer casegoods feature our UV top finish, UVAdvantage. The result is a low-emitting finish that provides exceptional 
depth, clarity, durability and chemical resistance throughout the life of the product. 

Showcase Your Style:
KickStart lets you personalize the application of 
upholsteries. Choose a single fabric or contrast 
multiple fabrics to create a look that's all your own. 

Upholstery Options
KickStart models are available with single or contrasting upholsteries in a wide variety of graded-in or contract options, including 
fabric, vinyl, and leather. The use of fabric patterns and stripes is highly discouraged as they may result in alignment issues. 

To ensure a proper fit and finish on the High Surround feature of the KickStart models, we will require upholsteries to fit within a 
specific range of stretch. To make specification easier for you, we have pre-approved upholsteries for the High Surround feature. 
These are included on the Stinson Color Story Card and can be found at www.IndianaFurniture.com/textiles. 

* Veneer Finish is Low Sheen



Effortless Integration.
With a flexible design aesthetic, KickStart fluidly 
complements other furniture, like Tri-One and Jot Tables, 
to create a cohesive and welcoming environment.
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